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Abstract. Popsicle stick bombs are easy-to-build wooden constructions that probably reminisce a few funny
moments of our childhood. In this work we look deeper in the travelling wave and we examine which parameters
affect the height of the wave and how. We investigate the physics of bent materials and derive their potential
energy around which we base our theoretical model. We present the results of the experiments that we performed
which referred to the Young’s modulus, the geometry of the sticks and their maximum height of the jump after
the ‘explosion’. We compare the experimental results with the theoretical predictions and we discuss these
comparisons. Lastly, we propose potential improvements that might increase the precision of our model.
Keywords: elasticity / elastic constants / general physics / deformation and plasticity

1 Introduction
A stick bomb (or cobra) is a device constructed out of
popsicle sticks woven together in a criss-crossing pattern
(see Fig. 1). Each popsicle stick is bent and elastic energy is
stored in this deformation. The role of the ﬁrst and the last
stick of the construction is to keep the sticks connected to
each other. From now on, we will refer to them as the
“stoppers”. If one of the stoppers is released, the sticks
rapidly straighten out, releasing the energy stored in their
deformation. This motion propagates to the other end of
the construction very quickly, thus creating an effect that
resembles a propagating “explosion”.
By removing the stopper, all the potential energy stored
at the second stick is released. This energy is then
converted to kinetic energy and the stick jumps. When
the second stick jumps, the third is able to release its own
energy and it goes on. The chain reaction starts and this
wave motion propagates.
In this article we have two aims:
– to introduce a model for calculating the maximum height
of the sticks in a popsicle stick cobra;
– to examine the parameters on which the height of the
wave travelling in a popsicle stick bomb depends.

construction of the bomb. Therefore, we can use the bent
rod model (see [1]) for calculating the elastic energy of our
sticks,
Ue ¼

In order to study the behavior of the popsicle stick cobra,
we developed our theoretical model by assuming that the
popsicle sticks are rectangular rods and bend because of the
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ð1Þ

(see Appendix A1), where E, b, h, ℓ and Rc are respectively
the Young’s modulus, the width, the thickness, the length
and the radius of curvature of the sticks. We assume that
the radius of curvature is the same for all the sticks,
although this is not in phase with the reality. When the
stopper is released, the elastic energy of the sticks is
converted to kinetic energy, which is then converted to
gravitational potential energy, Ug = mgH, where m is the
mass of the stick, g is the gravitational acceleration and H
is the height. Assuming that the motion is purely vertical
and that there are no losses due to the air or due to
collisions with other sticks of the bomb, every time a stick
reaches a maximum height, it has no kinetic energy, only
gravitational potential energy. We can consider our bomb
as a chain reaction and consider for each individual stick
that all its elastic energy is converted to gravitational by
solving the equation Ub = Ue which gives the following
expression for the maximum height of each stick,

2 Methods
2.1 Theoretical model

Ebh3 ℓ
;
24R2c

H¼

1 Ebh3 ℓ
:
24 R2c mg

ð2Þ

On the other hand, there are some factors which are not
included above but might be signiﬁcant. Previously, we
assumed that the motion of the individual sticks is purely
vertical and that the sticks do not rotate, but most of the
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Table 1. Measured properties of large and small sticks.
Quantity

Values (large)

Values (small)

Length
Width
Thickness
Radius of curvature
Mass

(12.1 ± 0.1) cm
(0.95 ± 0.05) cm
(1.5 ± 0.1) mm
(0.3 ± 0.02) m
(1.5 ± 0.1) g

(9.1 ± 0.1) cm
(0.90 ± 0.05) cm
(1.8 ± 0.1) mm
(0.25 ± 0.02) m
(1.3 ± 0.1) g

the one for elastic deformation, equation (1). The difference
is that the radius of curvature used to calculate it is the one
that the sticks had permanently after only one explosion.
2.2 Experiments

Fig. 1. An example construction of one of our popsicle stick
bombs showing the criss-crossing pattern. The photo was taken
by us.

time they do. In addition, when the sticks straighten out,
an amount of energy is lost when they hit the ground before
start jumping, due to the friction between them and the
table. Moreover, if they are permanently deformed or if
they wobble or if they collide with each other while they are
on air, energy will also be lost. We cannot take into account
all these unpredictable phenomena that might play a role,
so in order to have a more complete model, we include the
rotational kinetic energy of the sticks while they reach their
maximum height of the jump and the effects of their
permanent deformation. The reason why we cannot
examine the other effects is partially experimental, as we
need a very good experimental setup with a high FPS
camera in order to observe the wobbling and analyze the
motion of each individual stick.
The sticks do not simply move linearly during their
motion, but additionally they rotate. Especially at the
maximum height each stick reaches, we assume it is only
rotating. As a result, an amount of the initial elastic energy
becomes rotational kinetic energy,
Ur ¼

m 2
ðb þ ℓ2 Þv2 ;
24

ð3Þ

(see Appendix A2), where v is the angular velocity of the
stick. Assuming that the angular velocity is constant
because the time interval is small (although the rotational
motion takes place around all the axes and around the
middle axes it is unstable, see [2]), we can calculate
experimentally the angular velocity and subtract the
rotational energy from our previous model.
To take into account the losses due to permanent
deformation, we should develop a model to calculate this
energy of permanent deformation. At ﬁrst approximation,
we assume that we can calculate it by the same formula as

We performed experiments to test if our theoretical
understanding captures well the physics of the system.
Our experiments aimed at answering two speciﬁc questions:
Q1) For a given set of E, b, h, ℓ, Rc and m, does equation (2)
predict values for the height that are consistent with
what is observed experimentally? 3 2
ℓ
(see Eq. (2))
Q2) Is the linear dependence of H on Rbh2 m
c
veriﬁed experimentally?
To answer Q1 we constructed two cobras of length
3 m. Each cobra was made of a different kind of popsicle
sticks. The dimensions of the sticks are shown in Table 1.
For one cobra we used sticks (referred to as the “large”
sticks), while for the other we used sticks (referred to as the
“small” sticks). The errors for the dimensions and the mass
were given by the instruments used to measure them (see
Tab. 1). The whole popsicle stick explosion was captured
by a video camera. In Figure 2 the experimental setup is
shown. To measure the heights we built the bombs on a big
desk and we calibrated a “ruler” on the blackboard.
The radius of curvature of the bent sticks was measured
by taking some pictures of our construction. Thus by using
a photo editor we ﬁtted ﬁve circles to each different bent
stick and the software informed us about their radii in
pixels (see Fig. 3). They were converted to meters, as we
had calibrated a known length on the photographs. Our
results about the radii of curvature of the sticks are
presented in Table 1. To measure the Young’s modulus of
the sticks we assumed that their deformation is elastic. We
placed a popsicle stick at the edge of a horizontal surface,
see Figures 4 and 5. The stick was ﬁxed at one end with a
very heavy load. The other end was free to move vertically.
Then, weights of known mass were hung on the free end and
as a result, the stick bent and we measured its deﬂection
with the white ruler on the left. The following expression
can be used to calculate the Young’s modulus,
E¼

wℓ3
;
3ID

ð4Þ

(see [3]) where w = mg are the known weights, I is as
previously the second moment of area of the cross-sectional
area of the stick, ℓ is the length and D is the deformation.
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Fig. 3. A demonstration of the method for measuring the radius
of curvature. A dashed circle is ﬁtted alongside the bent stick.

Fig. 2. The ﬁrst experimental setup for measuring the maximum
height of the popsicle stick cobras. The calibrated ruler is shown
on the blackboard. This photo is a frame taken from the video that
was capturing the popsicle explosion.

The reason we assume that the deformation of the sticks is
elastic is that the weights did not stay suspended for long
and the deformations were small. The Young’s modulus
was found to be (7.1 ± 0.2) GPa for both types of sticks and
corresponds to existing tabulated values (see [4]).
Lastly, we extracted the angular velocity of the ejected
sticks by using the short movies of the explosion of a cobra.
We measured the time a stick takes to fall to the ground
from its maximum height and the number of the rotations
it made during its fall. The angular velocity is given by
v¼

2pN
;
Dt

ð5Þ

where N is the number of rotations and Dt the duration of
the fall. Substituting Dt and N from our video, we ﬁnd that
the rotational kinetic energy is two orders of magnitude less
than the elastic bending energy, and so can be neglected.
Lastly, as regards the permanent deformation, we tried to
use the method described in Section 2.1, but the radius of
curvature of the sticks after only one explosion was almost
immeasurable, and as a result the energy of permanent
deformation is zero. A potential improvement would be to
measure the Young’s modulus of the sticks after one
explosion, because the radius of curvature might not
change, but the sticks could become “softer”.
Using our measurements we were able to predict the
heights, which were (0.8 ± 0.1) m and (1.7 ± 0.3) m, for the
large and the small sticks respectively, see equation (2).
The uncertainties result from propagation of measurement
errors.
For Q2 we constructed seven different popsicle stick
bombs,
 3 in
2 order to observe the linear dependence of H
bh ℓ
on R 2 m (see Eq. (2)). To achieve that we built them
c

over a desk and we followed the same process. The only
exception was the calibration, where we used a known

length (i.e. a popsicle) in each photograph for the purpose
of calibrating the pixels with the length units. By using a
constant Young’s modulus, the knowledge of its value was
unnecessary for these experiments, because it does not alter
 3 2
ℓ
.
the linear dependence of the height with respect to Rbh2 m
c

It is possible that some sticks in our experiment had a
larger deformation that changed the results. To explore
this effect to its limit, we constructed a cobra and let it sit
for a week. When removing the stopper, the sticks stayed in
place instead of releasing their energy. This effect is caused
by plastic deformation, which is irreversible and not
instant (see [5]). We conclude that the effect of permanent
deformation can be important and must be taken into
account if sticks are used repetitively in cobras.

3 Results
The maximum heights of the popsicle stick cobras are
shown in Table 2. We measured twenty different values of
maximum heights, by using different frames of the videos,
and calculated their mean average and their standard
deviation value for the uncertainties. By contrasting the
theoretical heights with the experimental ones for each
popsicle cobra (see Tab. 2), we can calculate the relative
error given by
jH th  H exp j
d ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
dH 2th þ dH 2exp
(see [6]) where the “th” indices refer to the theoretical values
and the “exp” to the experimental ones. In our case, this
difference was 1.1s for the large sticks and 0.9s for the
small ones. Our results are marginally consistent with the
theoretical predictions. The fact that the theoretical value
is larger than the experimental is reasonable, because we
have not taken into account any of the losses that will lower
the expected value.

4 Discussion
In this work, we made some simplifying assumptions. First,
we assumed that the popsicle sticks had a perfect
rectangular shape, although in reality they had rounded
corners. The expected changes should not be signiﬁcant,
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Fig. 5. A sketch of a stick explaining the experimental setup for
measuring the Young’s modulus in Fig. 4. D is the deﬂection. The
stick’s length is subtitled.

Table 2. A comparison between the experimental and
the theoretical values of the heights.

Fig. 4. The experimental setup for measuring the Young’s
modulus. On the right there is the load that kept the one end of
the stick ﬁxed and on the left there are the suspended known
weights and a ruler for measuring the deﬂection of the stick. The
uncertainty of the ruler was 1 mm.

since our theory matches the experiments. To consider a
more detailed shape of the popsicle stick, we should use a
more complete bent plate model, instead of a simple bent
rod model, to use the fact that the corners are rounded. We
proposed that the main mechanism of the explosion is the
conversion of elastic bending energy to kinetic and then to
gravitational potential and we veriﬁed our theoretical
model about the parameters that inﬂuence the maximum
height a popsicle stick cobra can reach.
During our experiments we found that sticks acquire a
small deformation after being part of a cobra. Although we
could not measure this deformation, we could not test all the
sticks. In addition, we found that sticks that are repeatedly
used for building popsicle stick cobras should not be used, as
they are signiﬁcantly deformed permanently.
The last factor that we consider is the base on which the
popsicle cobra explodes. In our experiment we used a rigid
wooden table. We suggest a different material to be used as
the base in future research, to determine any relation
between the cobras height and the base on which the bomb
explodes.

5 Dead ends
In order to answer Q2, we needed a large variety of sticks.
Due to lack of resources, we were only able to acquire 40
sticks which were only enough to make 50 cm-long cobras.

Stick

Exper. height (m)

Theor. height (m)

Large
Small

0.6 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.3

0.9 ± 0.2
1.8 ± 0.4

We discovered that such short cobras are problematic.
Consecutive measurements of the maximum height of the
cobra did not produce consistent results. Furthermore, the
ﬁrst sticks in the line reached systematically lower heights
than those at the end (e.g. 40 cm versus 2 m). We
 were
2 thus
3
ℓ
.
unable to test the linear dependence of H on Rbh2 m
c

6 Conclusion
In an effort to elucidate the parameters that characterize
the maximum height a popsicle cobra reaches, we
developed a theoretical model and performed two experiments. The main parameters found to inﬂuence the jump
height are the Young’s modulus of the sticks, their
dimensions, their radius of curvature when they are bent
and the gravitational acceleration, see equation (2). We
manage to answer Q1 for one speciﬁc type of popsicle sticks,
but by lack of time and means, we did not manage to test
the linear dependency asked in Q2. Future experiments
should use long stick bombs for testing this scaling.
An improvement that can be performed in future
research is to include to the theoretical model all the
parameters mentioned in the text, as well as other factors
not discussed in here, such as the reaction force from the
table. Lastly, dynamical studies are also very important.
They might help understanding the physics behind the
popsicle stick bombs, because on videos, we clearly see that
the velocity is constant for the whole journey of the cobra,
which is not in phase with the big differences in heights.
We acknowledge the whole Greek team of International
Physicists Tournament 2016 and all those who volunteered in
the experimental procedure. Especially, we thank the team leader
G. Panopoulou for her precious advice for solving the problem
throughout the sessions and for the writing of the article. We are
also grateful to professors K. Tassis and V. Pavlidou for their
valuable discussions about the problem.
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A.2 Rotational kinetic energy
The rotational kinetic energy of an object is

A.1 Bent rod

1
U r ¼ Iv2 :
2

The elastic energy of a rectangular bent rod is (see [1])
Ue ¼

EIℓ
;
2R2c

ðA1Þ

where E is the Young’s modulus of the rod, I is the second
moment of area of the cross-sectional area, ℓ is the length
of the rod and Rc is the radius of curvature of the bent rod.
The second moment of area is given by
Z Z
R

For the cross-sectional area speciﬁcally, we have
bZ/ 2

hZ/ 2

I¼

y2 dydx;

b / 2 h / 2

which ﬁnally leads to
I¼

bh3
;
12

The moment of inertia around the center of mass for a
very thin rectangular plate (h ≈ 0) is given by (see [7])
I¼

1
mðb2 þ ℓ2 Þ;
12

ðA4Þ

and by combining equations (A3) and (A4) we arrive at
equation (3).
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